Prosperity and Your Horoscope

How is prosperity determined in your horoscope?

**Aries** - If Venus, Jupiter, Mars and Saturn are in their own constellations, at the zenith - those who have this horoscope, will become billionaires.

In Aries Lagnam- Along with Mars (Kuja), Mercury, Venus, Saturn, if any, they will become crorepatis (millionaires).

In Aries Lagnam – Mars (Kuja) in Capricorn or Aquarius, these horoscopes earn crores of money, powerful to crush their enemies at 15 years.

In Aries Lagnam - Guru + Moon, the combination of these 2 planets in Taurus, Cancer, Leo, or Sagittarius, it becomes Gajakesari Yoga. For those who this yoga comes, money, by chance, comes unexpectedly, either in shares or in the lottery.

In Aries Lagnam – With the combination of Mars, Saturn, Venus and Mercury one becomes very rich. i.e. reach the state of Kubera

In Aries Lagnam - Sun being in 5th place, Saturn, Moon, Guru, in any of these planetary gains, for those with this horoscope will be rich.

**Taurus** - If Mercury is strong and all the auspicious planets are looking at Mercury while these auspicious planets are in the fifth position and if there are opposite planets on either side, they will not have virtuous offspring. Similarly, if any zodiacs signs change, there will be no offspring for many reasons.

For those in Taurus, if Mars (Kuja) is not strong, if Kuja dosha, there will be many difficulties in making their home life comfortable.

For those in Taurus, if Mercury is weak without strength and if there is Chandra (moon) yoga in the Kendra (the first, fourth, seventh and tenth houses of any horoscope), it is difficult for this zodiac sign to become rich in life.

**Gemini** – Mercury in 2,3,5,9 positions, profitable position looking at auspicious planets, they have access to a healthy body.

Gemini - Mercury, Jupiter, Kendradhipathi, if in the wrong position, the dream of being healthy will never be fulfilled.

In Gemini, the Moon should have 2 auspicious planets on either side. Or, the auspicious planets should be looking at the Moon. The auspicious planets should be at profitable position. If this planetary state is formed in lagnam, then Gemini will have immense grace of Goddess Lakshmi.
Cancer: - If the moon is strong in lagnam and the auspicious planets are looking at the positions of money and profit on either side of the moon; they get a lot of money due to the grace of Goddess Lakshmi. If the same planets are weak, their lives, economic condition will not be good, life will be unsettled.

Cancer: - For them, if the seventh position Saptamadhipati Saturn is still, their domestic life will be very disturbed.

In Cancer - 5th place is strong and Mars (Kuja) is strong, if good focus on Mars, you will have the best offspring. If all these planetary yogas are weak, the desire to have children will remain the same. Not fulfilled.

Leo – If Mercury is strong in Leo lagnam and looking at the auspicious planets. These must be static in the sense of money and profit. In this planetary yoga, for those in Leo the grace of Goddess Sri Maha Lakshmi is obtained.

Leo - Although Mercury is not strong, malefic planets are in Kendra yoga, this planetary yoga makes them poor and keeps their dream of being graced my Goddess Lakshmi.

For Leos, the auspicious planets should be in the fifth position in lagnam and these 5 stanadhipathi should be strong. This position should look auspicious planets. If they have such yoga, they will have wonderful offspring.

Virgo - Auspicious planets should be strongly looking at Venus. On positions 2 and 12, the focus should be on the auspicious planets. There should not be a major planetary dosha in the kendram. If such a planetary formation occurs, Virgo will get health and longevity.

If Virgo is in the 7th position, Venus is in the 2nd and 12th positions, if the auspicious planets are in focus, all these planets will come together, and if they have a guru, only because of the guru's blessing, they will become very rich.

If the above planetary positions are opposed, those who dream to be rich, will not come true.

Libra: Mars should be strongly seen by auspicious planets in lagnam. There should be auspicious planets in lagnam and best planets in seventh position. This will prepare them for great yoga and make their home life comfortable. Any changes in the above planet position, their domestic life becomes miserable.

Scorpio: - For them, if the Guru is strong in lagnam and sees the auspicious planets, the business they do for the grace of goddess Lakshmi will give 100% result.

Without this planetary yoga above their dream would be incomplete.

lagnam in Scorpio is strong, if Venus is looking at other auspicious planets, there should be
auspicious planets in the seventh place. This will make your life more comfortable.

As mentioned above, in the absence of "planetary yoga", the woman who gives sufferings indefinitely, becomes a partner.

**Sagittarius:** - There should be no dosha in lagnam, should be seen by auspicious planets. Then there will be good health, longevity.

For those in Sagittarius - auspicious planets should see 5th place or if the planets in 5th place are auspicious, worthy children will be born. This is why parents get fame. Conversely, if the planet is in a state of disarray, parents will have to suffer deeply because of their children.

**Capricorn:** Saturn should be strong in lagnam. lagnam should look auspicious. The auspicious planets should be located at the triangle of the kendra. Capricorns who take this "planetary yoga" will fall into the millions and gain fame.

Or, if kendra yoga is formed, Capricorns will become destitute.

**Aquarius:** lagnam should be strong, should be seen by 2 auspicious planets. If they have this planetary yoga, either in the kendra or in the triangle, they will get grace of goddess Lakshmi. If not, nothing will come together.

**Pisces:** the treasurer Mars should be strongly seen by auspicious planets. Or in profitable position auspicious planets should be static. Those with this planetary yoga in Pisces Lagnam will have access to enormous wealth and grace of goddess Lakshmi.

For those in Pisces, they will become poor if 'Kendra Yoga' is formed instead of above planetary yoga.

Because of "planetary yoga", it becomes clearer why there is prosperity for some and poverty for others, why children are born, why children are not born, why there are conflicts in the family etc.

During the Year 2020, many negative things have happened in the world:

1. California Wildfires  
2. Midwest Derecho Storm 
3. Beirut explosions  
5. Venezuelan Humanitarian and Refugee Crisis 
6. Yemen Humanitarian Crisis 
7. Monsoon Clouds in several countries
What is your Ascendant (Lagnam)?

Lagnam is a Sanskrit word that refers to the zodiacal sign rising on the eastern horizon at a specific time and location. There are 12 houses in a horoscope. The first House is called the Lagna or ascendant. Your ascendant, or the first house is the most important house in your horoscope. The lagnam signifies your body, the self and has important clues about the guiding traits in your life. By learning what your lagnam is you can have a deeper understanding of your motivations, inner spirit, and important characteristics. Your lagnam (Ascendant) is calculated on the basis of your birth date, time and the location that you were born.

Please consult a vedic astrologer to determine your lagnam or use a lagnam calculator available online.